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This image has been
deprecated. The old docker tag

is: aufs/opensuse-leap:15.1
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rhel6 A: Disclaimer: I'm the
Docker community manager, so

I'm a bit biased :-) This is for
many people a really common
question. This is because this

tag has only been around for a
few months. I can assure you
that this is not going to be the

default behavior for a long time
yet. There are a few reasons for

this. Lots of people use
Windows 7 or Windows 8 and I
believe the Windows 7 tag was

created for those, because
Windows 8 and 10 are

incompatible with Win 7. If you
do want to use Windows 7, you
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can download the Windows 7
container from here: It is then

as easy as downloading the.msi
from here and using the script

from here to remove all
Windows 10 related files that

are created by Windows Update
(as the OS is in fact also called
Windows 10): I would expect
that this tag will be gone in

three to four months max. Can
we help? Request a call back Fill
in your contact details and we'll
be in touch as soon as possible.
Let us take you through each
step Schedule a viewing If you
are keen to view a property,
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please schedule a viewing to
make sure you get the

opportunity. About us We are a
boutique agent based in the
heart of Clapham, offering a

customer-focused and
unrivalled service. We buy and
sell houses and properties and
manage properties for people

looking to let or sell. Our expert
knowledge ensures that you

have the best experience and
the most effective service,
every step of the way.News
Carbon for Communities The

CarboNexus project is
facilitating the generation of the
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carbon asset flows for the
CarboNexus region. In this way,
the region can prepare a high
quality carbon accounting and
budget tool kit, which includes
information on both emissions
and removals. The toolkit is an

important step towards
improving carbon accounting
and policy making. See also a

presentation made by Eina Falk
(NCCR project coordinator) at a
Carbon Management Systems
Group workshop held in Turin,
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